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"Sundry animals with a common goal squabble, shriek,
and work it out...Busy, crowded, vibrant—like a party."

Kirkus Reviews

–

A delightful story about the beauty of
different cultures and the strength of
collaboration.
It’s Little Robin’s birthday, and all the zoo animals want to help him
celebrate! Yet with each animal comes different ideas from
around the world. So how does one plan the perfect birthday
party? First, there’s music! As all the eager creatures join in for a
birthday song, what should have been harmonious music turns into

THE PERFECT PARTY

chaos: mooing, yelping, braying, and squawking! And then there’s

BY LAUREL P. JACKSON; ILLUSTRATED

the food! Everyone has their own favorite meals, and no one can

BY HÉLÈNE BAUM-OWOYELE

agree on anything. But amidst all the noise rings one true note—the
recipe for a perfect party? Friends who want to celebrate!
From author Laurel Paula Jackson and illustrator Helene Baum

978-1-953458-12-4 USD $12.99 Aug 10, 2021

comes a delightful story about the beauty of different cultures and

Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 32 pages

the strength of collaboration. Make this your special gift for any

10.6 x 8.1; Jacketed Hardcover

young reader and animal lover celebrating a birthday!

Dr. Laurel P. Jackson grew up in
several countries around the world
and writes stories that inspire
readers to think about their
connection to others. She lives in
Berlin, Germany and loves creating
delicious recipes for friends and
family. www.laurelpjackson.com.

Key Selling Points:
• THE POWER IN TEAMWORK: With expectations high and every eager to join in,
this group of zoo friends will learn to work together to pull off the birthday perfect
party for their friend.

• THE JOY IN DIFFERENT CULTURES: This book takes a look at different cultural
customs—including food songs—and showcases how the melding of various
cultures can be the sweetest recipe after all.

• CALLING ON ALL ANIMAL LOVERS: Kids will delight in identifying the many
animals throughout each page, learning what sounds they make, and the countries
they come from!

• A PERFECT GIFT BOOK FOR BIRTHDAYS: The core of this book is all about a
birthday celebration—and what better book to pair for a children’s birthday party?
Hélène Baum-Owoyele is a FrenchGerman illustrator based in Berlin.

Marketing and Publicity:

Originally a trained graphic

National review coverage; Galleys available (physical and digital)

designer, she enjoys creating

Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Simplified Chinese edition

colorful, vibrant images which draw

International, national, and state award submissions

inspiration from her multicultural

Downloadable activity sheet, teaching guide and lesson plan

background. See more at

Online/social media campaigns

www.helene-baum.com.

Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
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A rumination on our ability to recognize
our interconnectedness with ‘all’ people.
“A lovely portrait of how interconnected everything is.”

Booklist

–

“Zhang illustrates a detailed, whimsical watercolor

Publishers Weekly

world with much to pore over.” –

“Imaginative rumination on the true meaning of farm to

Kirkus Reviews

table.” –

There’s something special bubbling in Nanni’s big metal pot. And it
smells delicious! What ingredients might be inside? When Nanni
lifts the lid on her soup, she reveals the whole world inside: from
the seeds that grew into vegetables, to the gardeners who lovingly
tended to the plants, to the sun, moon, and stars that shone its
light above them. And, of course, no meal is complete without a
recipe passed down generations of family, topped and finished
with Nanni’s love. In this tender tale by award-winning author

THE WHOLE WORLD INSIDE NAN'S SOUP
BY HUNTER LIGUORE;
ILLUSTRATED BY VIKKI ZHANG

Hunter Liguore and artist Vikki Zhang, readers will marvel at how a
community and world can come together to put on an
unforgettable meal between a granddaughter and her Nanni.

9978-1-953458-06-3 USD $14.99 Aug 24, 2021
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 32 pages
10.6 x 10.6; Jacketed Hardcover

Key Selling Points:
Hunter Liguore is an award-winning
author, professor, and historian, and a

• MULTICULTURAL AND MULTIGENERATIONAL:

gentle advocate for living in harmony

poignant connection between Nanni and her granddaughter.

with the natural world and with one

• A CELEBRATION OF THE COMMUNITY INVOLVED: From farmhand to delivery

another. When you support her work,
you're partaking in an equal exchange
that supports compassion and peace
in the world. Visit: hunterliguore.org.

This loving tale showcases the

drivers to market merchants, readers can see all the essential hands it takes to bring
a meal together to this family.

• ENGAGES THE SENSES FOR FOOD LOVERS: Vivid details will ignite the senses,
and the space to pause and discover the world around will inspire kids’ love for food.

• STUNNING, GORGEOUS ILLUSTRATIONS: From internationally acclaimed
illustrator Vikki Zhang, the art is full of intricate details for readers to pour over.

• WHAT’S IN A MEAL? The tradition of preparing a meal is so much more than just
the food in the bowl—it’s the time spent together, the knowledge passed down, and
the honoring of family and community.

Marketing and Publicity:
Vikki Zhang is an illustrator and
fashion designer of over 50 picture

National review coverage

books, covers, and numerous films,

Galleys available (physical and digital)

toys, fashion, and advertising. She is

Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Simplified Chinese edition

the winner of The 63rd Society of

International, national, and state award submissions

illustrators NYC (book category), and
The 16th CACC Best Illustration. She
held her solo exhibitions in Shanghai,
Beijing, and Guangzhou. To learn
more, visit: www.vikkizhang.com.

Downloadable activity sheet, teaching guide and lesson plan
Pre-order incentives and giveaways
Online/social media campaigns
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
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“Cheerily delivers the lesson that it’s best to be yourself.”

Kirkus Reviews

–

An adventure of guessing riddles,
learning about animals, and
discovering the importance of being
true to yourself.
What will I be? If I'm someone other than me?
Chameleon is curious about becoming someone new--a
dazzling peacock? A powerful rhino? A fluffy koala? With
encouragement from friends, chameleon camouflages as various
animals within these colorfully clever pages. But, he can't seem
to find the right fit. Join chameleon on his adventure while
guessing riddles, learning about animals, and discovering the
importance of being true to yourself.

CHAMELEON CAN BE
BY CAROLINA FARÍAS

978-1-953458-15-5 USD $14.99
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3
September 7, 2021

Key Selling Points:

8.2 x 10.9, 40 pages

Emotionally Resonant: A heartwarming tale of a parent and a child struggling to

Jacketed Hardcover

find quality time together – a challenge with which many parents and children can
identify.

Adorable Space Setting: With a playful, expressive setting, this book is perfect
for space fans and young budding astronauts.

Vivid, Atmospheric Storytelling: Children will love how much this midnight
adventure feels like a real mission complete with a spaceship—and will wish that
they could journey to the world beyond.

A Clever Combination of Fiction and Non-Fiction: Interwoven in the fiction text
are unique facts about meteor showers. Educational back matter offers
opportunities for discussions about cosmic phenomena.
Carolina Farías is an awardwinning author and illustrator of
over 40 books. After receiving her
bachelor’s degree in art, she
began teaching at the University of

Marketing and Publicity:
National review coverage
Galleys available (physical and digital)
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Simplified Chinese edition

Graphic Design and Visual
Communication in La Plata.
Carolina is part of the White
Ravens 2007 list for the Bologna

International, national, and state award submissions
Downloadable activity sheet, teaching guide and lesson plan
Pre-order incentives and giveaways

Book Fair, where she has also been

Online/social media campaigns

selected to represent Argentina.

Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers
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Gold medal winner of the 2021 Next Generation
Indie Book Awards

A humorous celebration of imagination
and creativity that invites kids to
create their own monster masterpieces
with everyday materials. Perfect for
art lovers of all ages!
What’s the SCARIEST, MEANEST, most TERRIBLE monster you can
imagine? For one child, every proper monster means a green
tongue! Pointy horns! And definitely extra sharp teeth. But what’s
a kid to do when the entire family thinks their monster drawings
are “cute” and not frightening at all? Maybe monsters aren’t
what this child previously thought—and it might just take some
thinking outside the box to reveal surprising lessons about fears
and perceptions.
Using found objects like buttons, cereal, string, along with
traditional paints and fun cutouts, My Monsterpiece encourages
children to pour over the details and look around them for
materials that can be turned into art.

"Have the art table and smocks ready."

Kirkus Review

–

MY MONSTERPIECE
BY AMALIA HOFFMAN
978-1-953458-01-8 USD $16.99
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3
March 2, 2021

Key Selling Points:
Adorable Art: Entirely engaging hand-drawn cutouts provide a 3D effect with
interesting texture and details for little eyes to discover on every page.

8.2 x 10.9, 40 pages
Jacketed Hardcover

A Perfect Mix of Humor and Critical Thinking: With just as much heart as it has
wit, this book will make kids laugh and think all at once.

Social Learning: A fun read provides teachers, educators, and librarians with
opportunities to discuss stereotyping, bias, acceptance, and point of view.

Storytime Read-Aloud: With sounds like RAHHHH and GRRRR, this book is perfect
for Halloween and monster theme tables.

Exploring Creative Possibilities: Illustrations created with basic materials that
children use in making art encourage children to go ahead and make their own
monster creations.

Marketing and Publicity:
National review coverage; Galleys available (physical and digital)
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Simplified Chinese edition
Amalia Hoffman is an awardwinning author and illustrator of
many children’s books. She
frequently tells her stories in
schools, libraries and bookstores
with puppets and props. She lives
in Larchmont, New York.

International, national, and state award submissions
Downloadable activity sheet and teaching guide and lesson plan
Pre-order incentives and online/social media campaigns
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers and magazines
High profile author appearances and school visits
Pitch to monster theme tables, and art and handcraft focused gift stores
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Gold medal winner of the 2021 Independent
Publisher Book Awards (IPPY Awards)

A captivating tale that celebrates a
young girl’s determination, a
granddad’s wisdom, and the fantastical
wonders of the natural world.
Something mysterious is happening at Lake Loughareema. There
are days the lake is beautiful, shimmering, and full. And then
there are other days when it’s . . . empty!
Meara asks her granddad WHY the water disappears, but every
time he blames far-fetched culprits: Narwals! Mermaids! Giants!
Unsatisfied, Meara sets out to uncover the truth for herself. Little
does she know the answer is much larger than she realizes, and
it’ll take stepping back and opening her eyes to the impossible
to discover the lake’s magic.

A wonderful read for adults and children alike,
as it is a journey of discovery.

Children's Books Ireland

–

THE VANISHING LAKE
BY PADDY DONNELLY
978-1-953458-03-2 USD $15.99

Key Selling Points:

Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3
April 20, 2021
8.1 x 10.1, 40 pages
Jacketed Hardcover

Wild and Fun: Readers are caught up in a slew of outlandish situations.
A Clever Combination of Fiction and Non-Fiction: An educational back matter
introduces children to learn about different types of lakes.

Natural Themes: With sense of wonder throughout, this book inspires readers to
seek their own natural wonders.

Gorgeous Art: From award-winning illustrator, Paddy Donnelly, the illustrations in
this book are rich-textured, fun, lively, and entirely engaging.

Marketing and Publicity:
National review coverage
Galleys available (physical and digital)
International award submissions

Paddy Donnelly is an Irish illustrator
now living in Belgium. He has over
15 years experience as an
illustrator and designer, and
especially loves working with a
textured, painterly approach.
https://lefft.com/

Downloadable activity sheet
Teaching guide and lesson plan
Pre-order incentives and giveaways
Online/social media campaigns
Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers and bloggers
Pitch to national parks, botanical gardens, and nature and science education
focused gift and toy stores
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An interactive detective story with fun
fill-in-the-blanks and laugh out loud
details.
Legs isn’t quite sure what her pet duck gets up to when she’s not
looking. Is her duck dressing like a knight and fighting dragons,
starting an army of ducks, building a rocket, and even trying on
Leg’s best pants? Young readers will love joining Legs on her quest
to solve the mystery. Using their creativity, imagination, and
detective skills, they can help Legs find the truth about what her
duck does when she’s not looking.

Visual humor is tucked everywhere.

Publishers Weekly

–

WHEN I'M NOT LOOKING

Key Selling Points:

BY FARREN PHILLIPS

Families Love Pets: This exuberant story of finding out what the pet is up to is perfect
for pet lovers.

Creative Interaction: Shows playful interaction of readers’ help and imagination, and
978-1-953458-07-0 USD $15.99
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3
May 18, 2021
8.2 x 10.9, 32 pages
Jacketed Hardcover

demonstrates that stories can be found all around us.

Alternate Hidden Plot Line: Curious readers will love finding the secret elements in the
background of the pages which reveal a hilarious secret second story within the spreads,
starring our character’s mischievous pet cat.

Detective Theme with Humorous Twist: Delights mystery lovers and brings out the
inner detective in young readers with its search-and-find element and bright illustrations.

Irresistible Artwork: Observant readers will be delighted to spot the fun and charming
details and explore every corner of the surroundings.

Thinking Like A Philosopher: This book is a good tool for parents and teachers to
get children thinking outside of the box about the world and what is happening
beyond their bubble.

Marketing and Publicity:
National review coverage
Farren is an Author/Illustrator from
the UK with a passion for making
people both laugh and think. After

Galleys available (physical and digital)
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Simplified Chinese edition
International award submissions

graduating with her MA from

Downloadable activity sheet, Teaching guide and lesson plan

Cambridge School of Arts she has

Pre-order campaign with multiple incentives

gone on to publish picture books

Social media campaign and giveaway

around the world.

Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers and bloggers
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A heartwarming tale perfect for space
fans and young budding astronauts!
When the weather forecast predicts a middle-of-the-night meteor
storm, Captain Milo wants desperately to witness it. But will his
Second-in-Command—or as he also calls her, Mom— have enough
time to accomplish this magical mission with him?
In lyrical prose and charming illustrations, Kathleen M. Blasi and
Petronela Dostalova capture how the most spectacular night skies
are revealed when we plan for the perfect moment—with loved
ones by our sides.

MILO'S MOONLIGHT MISSION
BY KATHLEEN M. BLASI; ILLUSTRATED
BY PETRONELA DOSTALOVA
978-1-953458-04-9 USD $15.99 June 15, 2021
Ages 3-8/Grades PreK-3; 36 pages
10.65 x 10.65; Jacketed Hardcover

Key Selling Points:
Emotionally Resonant: A heartwarming tale of a parent and a child struggling to
find quality time together – a challenge with which many parents and children can
identify.

Adorable Space Setting: With a playful, expressive setting, this book is perfect
for space fans and young budding astronauts.
Kathleen has served as Co-President
of Rochester Area Children’s Writers

Vivid, Atmospheric Storytelling: Children will love how much this midnight
adventure feels like a real mission complete with a spaceship—and will wish that

& Illustrators and is former CoDirector of the Rochester Children’s

they could journey to the world beyond.

Book Festival, for which she and her

A Clever Combination of Fiction and Non-Fiction: Interwoven in the fiction text

Co-Director received the 2015 New

are unique facts about meteor showers. Educational back matter offers

York State Reading Association
Literacy Advocate Award. Kathleen
lives in western New York.

opportunities for discussions about cosmic phenomena.

Marketing and Publicity:
National review coverage
Galleys available (physical and digital)
Simultaneous book launch of English edition and Simplified Chinese edition
International, national, and state award submissions
Downloadable activity sheet

Petronela Dostalova graduated from

Teaching guide and lesson plan

the Cambridge School of Art with a

Pre-order incentives and giveaways

MA in Children’s Book Illustration. In

Online/social media campaigns

2015 her children’s book project “The

Interviews and appearances with children's book reviewers

Reds and Greens” was highly
commended for the Creative
Conscience Award.

High profile author appearances and school visits
Pitch to space and cosmic theme tables

